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My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 591: Chi Yang's Conflict 

 

“It would have an adverse effect if they intended to hide it, right? That would obviously get them 

arrested. That’s why I feel that not only was the enemy trying to transport the illegal firearms, but they 

were also trying to create internal strife between us. Personally, I think Commander Li Weiyi is 

innocent.” 

Chi Yang analyzed, “The chief of staff’s analysis is very reasonable, but that’s only superficial. Perhaps 

the enemy is trying something extreme? It might lead everyone into thinking that he wouldn’t do 

something so foolish, but what if it’s really him?” 

“…” Qu Mingyi was speechless. He was stunned for a moment before saying, “There can’t be such a 

foolish person, right? If I still had some doubts about Li Weiyi previously, I really don’t doubt him now.” 

“Why? Was it exactly because he was the one who lost the trucks that you don’t suspect him?” 

“He’s a commander, after all—someone that had carefully selected. How stupid could he be? If they 

really needed a truck, find one from the market.” 

“To be able to hide from our eyes and ears and mislead us into tracking a bunch of fake goods but leave 

the real goods at night to transport them away, they were quite capable. How would they have the time 

to buy trucks? Furthermore, when the trucks were stolen, the surveillance cameras at the motor 

transport regiment were destroyed. Therefore, no matter what, the motor transport regiment should be 

our main target of surveillance.” Chi Yang and Qu Mingyi argued. 

Leng Jinpeng was silent for a moment before saying, “I’m on Chi Yang’s side. I also think that Li Weiyi is 

very suspicious.” 

Two to one, Qu Mingyi nodded. “Since all of you think so, let’s use Li Weiyi as a breakthrough point and 

see if we can progress any further in this matter.” 

While the three were discussing, Chi Yang’s phone suddenly received a notification to inform him that 

he had received an email. 

He opened the email. The source was hidden. 

Guessing that it might be Q of Spade… Chi Yang quickly opened the email. 

There were a few extremely clear pictures attached to the email. Meanwhile, the pictures were 

contracts from Cloud Group that proved that they were laundering money. 

Chi Yang’s pupils contracted violently. 

Cloud Group’s Jiang Hanlin! 

Nuannuan’s eldest uncle! 
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Initially, he should have given this important piece of information to Leng Jinpeng as soon as possible. 

However, Chi Yang hesitated for a moment and turned off his email. 

Although he could guarantee that even if this matter was exposed—even if it would affect the Zhong 

family in the end—it would not cause any harm to his Nuannuan and her reputation. 

However, he felt that he still needed to inform Nuannuan about this as soon as possible and tell her 

what he was about to do. 

He had to bring Jiang Hanlin to justice, but he also had to take care of Nuannuan’s feelings. 

He hoped that everything he did would not incur Nuannuan’s ire. 

If she was really unhappy, he could guide her and persuade her before doing it. 

There should be no conflict between being a good husband and a law-abiding citizen. 

However… 

Who sent this to him? 

Anonymous… 

Was it Spade of Q? 

Yet, was Spade of Q, not Nuannuan? 

Was his guess wrong, or… did Nuannuan want to destroy that family of hers? 

It did not make sense… 

He could not imagine the longing, expectation, and dependence of a child who went lost at three years 

old and only just returned home at seventeen. 

Even if she was bitterly disappointed by the actions of the Zhong and Jiang families, they were still her 

family after all. How could she personally destroy them? 

Even after knowing that Jiang Shuwan was not her mother, she knew Zhong Kuijun was truly her 

biological father. Destroying Cloud Group would not just destroy the Jiang family, it would destroy the 

Zhong family, too. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 592: Old General 

 

This would put her against the Zhong Family. As a girl who valued kinship so much, why would she do 

such a thing? 

Chi Yang and Leng Jinpeng had been leaking information to find the mole for half a year, but the other 

party was too cunning. It was as if they understood Chi Yang and Leng Jinpeng’s styles very well. They 

could never find anything incriminating, and therefore, it was no longer an urgency. 

After the justice department of the military base took Li Weiyi away, Chi Yang got off work. 
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Knowing that Zhong Nuannuan had specially come to treat him and had been waiting at Chi Yang’s place 

for a long time, he felt bad. Therefore, Leng Jinpeng persuaded Chi Yang to return to his dormitory to 

get treated by Nuannuan. 

Leng Jinpeng, who stayed in the unit opposite Qu Mingyi and traveled back and forth together to work, 

was about to say goodbye to Qu Mingyi when Qu Mingyi received a call at the crossroad. 

Qu Mingyi was clearly excited to receive the call. 

He could tell that the call was from his wife. 

After hanging up the call, Qu Mingyi’s face lit up as he laughed out loud. 

Leng Jinpeng instinctively refused to ask him what made him so happy. 

Yet, how could Qu Mingyi, who had been handing out dog chow all day long, let go of such a good 

opportunity? 

“Commander, my wife just called me earlier and said that she was going to bring our son back from Sab 

to visit me. They’ve already applied for leave and they’ll depart tomorrow morning. They’ll be there 

when I get off work tomorrow afternoon. My wife said thank you for your constant company, and we’ll 

have dinner the day after tomorrow.” 

Leng Jinpeng, “…!!!” 

Seeing Leng Jinpeng’s stifled expression, Qu Mingyi felt proud. 

Initially, he had always respected his commander-in-chief, but who asked him to keep stuffing dog chow 

into his mouth? To avoid himself from being victimized by this horrible commander, he had stopped 

fooling around with him recently. 

However, his wife was coming. 

Qu Mingyi decided to return all the dog chow that Leng Jinpeng had given him, along with interest. 

How could Leng Jinpeng not know Qu Mingyi’s thoughts? He could not be more depressed and his tone 

was no longer as amicable. 

“Eating together is eating together. Why must we bring each other’s company into this? We’re all men; 

good comrades. All this talk about ‘company’ doesn’t exist.” 

With that, he left the smug Qu Mingyi behind and followed Chi Yang. 

He did not want to hear him brag anymore. 

Such heartaches. 

Leng Jinpeng thought that he and Chi Yang were both middle-aged and lonely men. They were in the 

same boat. 

However, Leng Jinpeng had forgotten that while he could escape from that for a moment, he could not 

escape for a lifetime. He could never escape the inevitable. 



Although he was not stuffed from Qu Mingyi’s dog chow, he could still get a heart attack from the dog 

chow that Chi Yang and Nuannuan gave away. 

When Chi Yang reached the ground floor, he noticed there were guards from Emperor District. 

Those were his grandfather’s bodyguards. 

Since they were here, did that mean Grandpa… 

Remembering that his little wife was still at home, Chi Yang’s heart instantly felt a cat clawed at his 

heart. He was afraid that the old master would scare his cute, demure little kitten. 

At this moment, Chi Yang had automatically tossed the possibility of his wife having a secret identity 

that was as savage a tyrannosaurus rex to the back of his mind. He could not remember it at all. After all, 

his head had been injured before. 

No problem there! 

When Chi Yang knocked on the door and entered the room with Leng Jinpeng, he saw Old Master Chi 

with a bloody leg. 

“Grandpa?” 

“Marshal? What happened to you?” 

Leng Jinpeng and Chi Yang hurriedly rushed over. When they saw the blood on Old Master Chi’s legs, 

they had an impending sense of doom. 
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“Grandpa, what’s wrong? Where’s Nuannuan?” 

“Big Brother Chi Yang, you’re back? Uncle Leng!” 

Zhong Nuannuan came out with a basin of water and saw Chi Yang and Leng Jinpeng’s pale faces. 

Just as she was about to explain, the old master spoke. 

“Why are you two so rash? You asked me this, and before I could answer, the other one asked me too. 

Who do you want me to answer?” 

Chi Yang and Leng Jinpeng were relieved when they saw the old master’s snobbish expression. He did 

not look like he was in pain. 

Zhong Nuannuan knew that Chi Yang cared a lot about the old master’s health, so she quickly explained. 

“I just pulled out the fire cups for Grandpa and removed some of the congested blood that was stuck in 

his veins and arteries. However, there is still congested blood inside, and it won’t be finished in two or 

three tries. I’ll apply fire cups on Grandpa once a week.” 

Zhong Nuannuan spoke as she placed the basin of water on the ground. 
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This water was specially boiled and then brought to the pool to cool for a long time. After removing the 

fire cups, the pores would be greatly dilated. Therefore, the requirement for water quality was 

especially high. 

Zhong Nuannuan used a handkerchief to wipe the blood off the old master’s leg before saying to him 

with a smile, “Grandpa, stand up and take a walk.” 

The old master hurriedly stretched his legs out to step onto the floor. 

Earlier, he had felt the swelling on his legs was eased. When he walked, he no longer felt like his calves 

were about to explode. 

Seeing this, Chi Yang could not help but reach out to support the old master, afraid that he would fall. 

Yet, with his understanding of the old master’s speed, he was actually a beat slower. 

The old master stood up easily before his hands could reach over. 

Under Chi Yang and Leng Jinpeng’s beaming gaze, the old master walked around the room. Eventually, 

the old man walked straight out the door. 

“Grandpa!” 

Seeing that the old master was about to go downstairs, Chi Yang rushed forward to help him up. 

Seeing this, the old master quickly slapped Chi Yang’s hand into submission. 

“I want to leave by myself!” 

“Grandpa, be careful! You might fall!” 

Zhong Nuannuan walked up to Chi Yang and held his hand. “Big Brother Chi Yang, even if you don’t trust 

Grandpa, you trust me, right?” 

Chi Yang, who was overcome with all sorts of worry, immediately shut up after hearing what Zhong 

Nuannuan said. 

After all, his Nuannuan managed to rescue him from his severe cerebral hemorrhage. Other people had 

to stay in the hospital for a month, and if they were lucky, they would be paralyzed. If they were 

unlucky, they might even die from this sudden illness. However, he was able to recover after four hours 

of fluid transfusion. 

Therefore, Chi Yang firmly believed in Nuannuan’s medical skills. 

Since Nuannuan had said so, Chi Yang stopped approaching the old master. 

Watching silently from the side, Leng Jinpeng was stuffed with another round of dog chow. 

The old master did not ask for his walking stick and neither did he hold on to the railings. He went down 

half the fleet of stairs like a normal person and then, walked up the stairs again. 

After coming up, he even gave himself a stomp in front of Leng Jinpeng. Then, his eyes lit up. 



“Little Girl Nuan, this is really a miracle! It doesn’t hurt anymore! It’s not swollen either! My whole leg 

feels like it has returned to 20 years ago! I think I can even jump, what more going downstairs!” 

With that, the old master prepared to leap, but Nuanuan stopped him. 

“Grandpa, even though you’re feeling more relieved now, your leg hasn’t moved for a long time after all. 

Therefore, even though it’s easy for you to walk, you can’t run or jump yet. Otherwise, you might hurt 

your tendons.” 

“Okay, okay, okay. Then I won’t jump anymore.” At this moment, the old master had complete faith in 

his granddaughter-in-law’s medical skills. Of course, he would take whatever his granddaughter-in-law 

said as the truth. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 594: New Species 

“Little girl, you haven’t even gone to university and your medical skills are already so amazing. Imagine 

how embarrassed those professors in the medical schools would be! Hahahaha…” 

The old master laughed heartily; he was in a good mood. 

“Chi Yang, Little Girl Nuan said that as long as I stay here for seven days, she will perform acupuncture 

on me once a day. It will only take 20 minutes, and I’ll be able to walk for three months after I return to 

Emperor District. It will be spring in three months, I can finally visit others this winter! I want to visit one 

family a day and let those old things see the legs that my granddaughter-in-law treated. Hahahaha…” 

The old master’s legs had recovered. The first thing he thought about was not his own health, but 

inciting the envy in those old men—especially the old man from the Nangong family. One could imagine 

how… rich and colorful the retired lives of these once mighty old generals were. 

Chi Yang did not refute. He was 100% tolerant towards his wife and grandfather. He nodded. “Okay, 

then when the time comes, Grandpa…” 

“When you were young, you overexerted your body. Now you know the consequence of that, don’t 

you? Tell me, how are you so lucky to have met my granddaughter-in-law? I heard from my Little Girl 

Nuan that you’re coming here for the needles. Quick, quick, quick, lie down and let her treat you. I 

guarantee you’ll be cured.” 

Chi Yang, “…” 

Before ending his own sentence, the old master ignored Chi Yang to look at Leng Jinpeng with an 

expression that said, ‘You’re lucky to be here. You’re unbelievably lucky.’ 

“Hehe, that’s right, that’s right. The old master’s granddaughter-in-law isn’t anyone someone that 

ordinary people can compare to. I’m just feeling proud for the old master and the Chi family.” 

Leng Jinpeng did not dare to be disrespectful to his old leader. After all, while he was still a greenhorn, 

this person was already the highest-ranking military officer in Camino. 

However, on the surface, he was smiling, but on the inside… Hehe, it was too ugly to be described. 
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To cure his illness, Leng Jinpeng had been eating that horribly sweet stuff all day so much he was about 

to become a new species of animal. Give him a break, would they? 

Moreover, Chi Yang and Nuannuan were not even married yet. How did she end up being his 

granddaughter-in-law already? He was really flattering himself. 

However, seeing that the old master was pleased, Leng Jinpeng was pleased too. He stabbed himself 

figuratively in the chest and added, “I really envy the old master for having such good fortune. Chi Yang 

wouldn’t find a girlfriend. Yet, when he did, he found such an amazing girlfriend. If our Lil Rui is as lucky 

as Chi Yang in the future, Even if my two feet straighten and my eyes close…” 

“Gosh! What nonsense are you spouting here? Do you even know how to speak properly?” 

The old master suddenly spat and interrupted Leng Jinpeng, stopping him from continuing. 

Leng Jinpeng was touched. He knew that the old master cared about him, hence he would not hear any 

of what Leng Jinpeng was saying. 

To be honest, Leng Jinpeng did not have much affection for his own family, but when it came to the old 

master, he felt that this old man was the closest person to him apart from his son. 

Just as she was lamenting how well the old master treated him, he suddenly heard the old man 

continue— 

“What do you mean girlfriend? Nuannuan and Chi Yang’s marriage report has been approved by the 

military base! The approval of the special forces’ marriage report is more reliable than the one approved 

in the Civil Affairs Department! Once the marriage report is approved, Nuannuan is Chi Yang’s wife! 

Even if they haven’t registered their marriage at the Civil Affairs Department, she’s already our Chi 

family’s granddaughter-in-law. Why are you still calling her Chi Yang’s girlfriend? Don’t you know how to 

speak properly?” 

Chi Yang—blissful face. 

Zhong Nuannuan—shy face. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 595: Stifled 

Was this family bullying him because he was a single dog? Did they think that he was wasting all the dog 

chow that they had been feeding him, and hence wanted to slaughter him? 

What would Leng Jinpeng give to slam the door and leave! 

Bullies, all of them! 

Seeing that Leng Jinpeng’s mood turned sour, the old master changed the subject. 

“Also, look at my legs. This sickness that has plagued me since a few decades ago was nearly cured by 

Little Girl Nuan. What’s your sickness in comparison? No matter how serious it is, our Little Girl Nuan 

can cure you! Right, Little Girl Nuan?” 

“Mmhmm.” 
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Zhong Nuannuan looked at Uncle Leng’s pathetic attempt at swallowing dog chow and was on the verge 

of bursting out in laughter. When she heard her grandfather’s question, she quickly nodded. 

“Grandpa, don’t worry. I’ll definitely cure Uncle Leng and not embarrass the Chi family.” 

Miss Nuan’s mouth was as sweet as honey. Her words made Chi Yang and Old Master Chi so happy that 

they could not close their mouths. 

The old master looked at Leng Jinpeng. “Did you hear that? Our Little Girl Nuan has already sworn by the 

Chi family’s name, so she’ll definitely cure you. Now, you better receive treatment properly. After you’re 

done with your work here, you can go back to Emperor District to shine.” 

The old master’s words were very clear. After Leng Jinpeng recovered, he would still have to return to 

Emperor District. 

Back then, Leng Jinpeng had no choice but to retreat because he was unwell. 

The old master’s words meant that if Leng Jinpeng’s health could improve, he would not be 

shortchanged of his meritorious services. 

Leng Jinpeng was touched, but at the same time, he could not help feeling stifled. 

Our Chi family? 

Our Little Girl Nuan? 

They were not even married yet! 

It was really as though they were meant to be family! 

He did not want to say anything else. He just wanted to stay silent and be the usual single dog receiving 

treatment. Only after his body recovered would his immune system be strengthened, and only then 

would he have a stronger body to deal with the endless torture from this family. 

“Uncle Leng, how does it feel in the area where your liver is these few days?” 

Zhong Nuannuan felt that it was too much for her family to bully Uncle Leng, who had no wife. Hence, 

she changed the topic out of goodwill. 

“It doesn’t hurt anymore! It doesn’t hurt at all! You said that the thread embedding could only be used 

for half a month, but it’s almost over and it still doesn’t hurt. This is miraculous!” 

“Of course! That’s my granddaughter-in-law, alright!” The old master interrupted smugly. 

At this moment, the old man only had eyes for his beautiful and capable granddaughter-in-law. He had 

long forgotten about his grandson. 

This was the first time Zhong Nuannuan had seen Old Master behaving like a typical stubborn old man. 

In the past, because she did not like Chi Yang, she kept asking to divorce him. The old master was afraid 

that she would really divorce Chi Yang, so he had been very tentative toward her. He was afraid that she 

would insist on going through the divorce if she was unhappy. 



Yet, now… Zhong Nuannuan smiled. 

It was obvious that her grandfather-in-law liked her very much. He was very happy with her as his 

granddaughter-in-law. 

“It’s good that it doesn’t hurt anymore. However, you know that half a month is almost up, and my 

previous embedded thread is different from the acupuncture I give you every two days. The embedded 

thread is to reduce your pain, and acupuncture is the real treatment. So, even if you don’t feel pain, it 

doesn’t mean it won’t hurt. I’ve already brought the thread today. After the acupuncture later, I’ll have 

to embed the thread for you.” 

“Okay!” Now, Leng Jinpeng listened to everything Nuannuan said. 

“Did you take the medicine on time?” 

“…Yes!” 

“Brat Leng, you have to be honest. Yes means yes; no means no. If you don’t take your medicine on 

time, you won’t recover so quickly!” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 596: Good Grandpa 

“If word gets out, people will think that my granddaughter-in-law’s medical skills aren’t good enough. 

You can’t fool people like this!” The old master knew Leng Jinpeng very well. After all, Leng Jinpeng was 

a soldier that he had brought up. Therefore, the old master called Leng Jinpeng out the moment he 

realized he was lying. 

Leng Jinpeng, “…!!!” 

Upon hearing this, Zhong Nuannuan knew that Leng Jinpeng had not taken his medicine like he was 

supposed to. 

When it came to patients like this, Zhong Nuannuan was speechless too. 

“Uncle Leng, even though you’re no longer in pain, you can’t stop taking the medicine. My acupuncture 

is the root of your treatment, but Western medicine is also very important for support. You’ll recover 

faster if you combine medicine and acupuncture.” 

Leng Jinpeng knew that he was in the wrong, so he quickly nodded. “Yes, yes, yes. I’ve been too busy 

these past two days, and the pain has suddenly alleviated, so I sometimes forget to take my medicine. 

It’s my fault this time, so I’ll definitely take my medicine properly later!” 

Zhong Nuannuan was still worried and said to Chi Yang, “Get Uncle Leng’s guards to supervise Uncle 

Leng’s medication.” 

“Okay.” Chi Yang was completely obedient to his wife. 

While Zhong Nuannuan was performing acupuncture on Leng Jinpeng, the grandfather-grandchild duo 

started chatting. 

“Grandpa, why didn’t you tell me you were coming to Jiang District?” 
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“You’ve already sent in the marriage report, so of course I’m here to take a look! What if you bully my 

granddaughter-in-law?” 

The old master kept calling her ‘Little Girl Nuan’ and ‘granddaughter-in-law’. It sounded so smooth as 

though he had been preparing for this for many years. 

“Don’t worry, I won’t bully her.” 

Actually, Zhong Nuannuan understood that her grandfather-in-law was not really afraid that Chi Yang 

would bully her. He just wanted to show Nuannuan that she would not be bullied if she married into the 

Chi family. 

Grandpa was helping Chi Yang to improve her impression of him. 

This way, Chi Yang would treat her well, and his family would also treat her well—only then would she 

be convinced to marry into the Chi family willingly. 

This stemmed from Grandpa’s good intentions. 

“Grandpa, don’t worry. Big Brother Chi Yang treats me very well! Of all the people who would bully me, 

Big Brother Chi Yang isn’t one of them. I will be with Big Brother Chi Yang.” 

Old Master Chi’s initial worry disappeared when this meticulous and clever girl understood his 

intentions. 

Chi Yang was blessed to be able to find such a good girl. 

Leng Jinpeng, who lay on the ground, enduring Nuannuan’s acupuncture while chewing on a family 

bucket of dog chow, “…” 

“I saw your guards earlier. Did you only bring eight bodyguards over?” Chi Yang asked unhappily. 

“Eh, that’s enough. I’m just an old man. If they don’t do something to me, I won’t be able to live for long. 

Who would want my life?” 

The moment she heard it, Zhong Nuannuan stopped in her tracks. 

“Grandpa, with me around, what do you mean ‘won’t live long’? How old are you this year?” 

“78 already!” The old master replied. 

“I’ll let you live for another 30 years. You can raise your great-grandchildren and then let those little 

things give birth to some little buns for you to play with. I’ll let you experience living with five-

generations under the same roof, it won’t be a problem!” 

This time, Zhong Nuannuan was the one who initiated the topic of having great-grandchildren, and that 

was what the old master looked forward to the most. Therefore, the moment she said this, the old 

master was so happy that his eyes immediately narrowed into two crescent moons. 

“Hahahahaha… Good, good, good! I almost forgot that I have a granddaughter-in-law now! 

Furthermore, my granddaughter-in-law is a miracle doctor. Hmm, not only do I need your help to nurse 



my body back to health, but I also need to train more. I need to raise my great-grandchildren first, and 

then let those great-grandchildren give me more great-great-grandchildren.” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 597: (Part One) Adorable 

Five generations under the same roof… 

This was something that the old master had never dared to imagine. 

Nobody could have guessed that before he arrived, he thought that he could die in peace just to see his 

grandson get married. Now, it had only been an hour or two but he was already thinking of having five 

generations under the same roof. 

To be honest, his granddaughter-in-law’s words convinced him that it could be fulfilled. 

At this moment, the old master really felt that he could live to 108 years old! 

“Great!” Zhong Nuannuan expressed her admiration for the old master’s ambition. 

She turned around and looked at Chi Yang, whose eyes had an unreadable depth to them. 

“Big Brother Chi Yang, what’s wrong?” 

“Grandpa’s wish can only be realized if we work together.” 

After understanding Chi Yang’s words and looking at the old master’s eager and expectant gaze, Zhong 

Nuannuan could not say anything to reject him. Furthermore, she had never thought of rejecting him. 

She was just a little shy. 

“Okay.” 

“When do you plan on starting?” The old master asked impatiently. 

Chi Yang replied, “Nuannuan is not even 18 yet. She still has to go to university after she turns 18. She 

wants to be admitted to Emperor District Military Medical University, specifically the Clinical Surgery 

Department. It usually takes five years for her to graduate. However, under normal circumstances, the 

fifth year would be an internship. Nuannuan, Grandpa has wanted a great-grandchild for a long time. 

Let’s not make him wait too long. After your senior year, we’ll try to have a baby, Okay?” 

The old master, who was originally looking forward to it, suddenly remembered that Nuannuan was 

good at everything. The only bad thing was that she would only turn 18 next year—she had not even 

graduated yet. 

When he thought about how he would have to wait another four years for them to get pregnant and 

wait another ten months for a big fat great-grandchild to be born, he felt listless after realizing that he 

would need to wait five years. 

Looking at the old master’s pitiful expression, Zhong Nuannuan quickly said, “Now, we can get married 

after graduating from high school at the age of 18, and have a child at the age of 20. We don’t have to 

wait that long. 
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“Although I still have to go to university, there are still students who are pregnant and continue to give 

birth while studying in the university. 

“I’m a straight-As student. Even while attending university in the future, I definitely won’t stay in school 

very often. When the time comes, as long as my grades are good, you can think of a way to get the 

school to accommodate me so that I don’t have to go to classes every day. I only need to take the exams 

at the end of the semester so that I can give birth when I’m 20 years old. I guarantee that I won’t miss 

any classes.” 

When the old master heard that, his eyes instantly lit up. 

“Good, good, good! Girl, leave this matter to Grandpa! Coincidentally, the dean of the Military Medical 

University is my former subordinate. If I talk to him, he’ll definitely agree.” 

“Okay, then I’ll have to trouble Grandpa for that.” 

“This girl, really… How are you so adorable? I’m not even done being happy that you’re willing to help 

our Chi family grow in numbers yet. Why would I find it troublesome?” 

After saying that, the old master looked at Chi Yang with a frightening expression. “Kid, Nuannuan 

sacrificed so much for our Chi family. Let me tell you—if you dare to provoke Nuannuan and make her 

angry in the future, I really won’t forgive you!” 

“Grandpa, don’t worry. I love my wife too much. How could I bully her?” 

This time, Chi Yang finally said the word ‘wife’ out loud in front of outsiders. 

This was something that he had wanted to say for a long time; he had wanted to call her that for the 

longest time. 

At this moment, the old master finally understood why although Nuannuan’s sister wanted to snatch Chi 

Yang for herself, Chi Yang would rather knock Nuannuan’s sister out and insisted on being with 

Nuannuan. 

This girl was simply too adorable! 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 598: (Part Two) Double Standards 

Leng Jinpeng closed his eyes directly when he saw the happy smile on the family’s faces. 

As the saying goes, out of sight, out of mind. It was unfortunate that there were no earplugs. 

After his acupuncture treatment, Leng Jinpeng prepared to leave. 

“Wait, I’ll go with you.” 

Leng Jinpeng, who had already opened the door, looked at the old master in confusion. 

“Grandpa, why are you leaving with Uncle Leng so late at night?” 

The old master looked at his confused grandson and wished that he could hit him on the head with his 

walking stick. 
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Speaking of which, why was this fellow’s EQ so low? It was almost zero! He wondered how this 

blockhead managed to trick his way into getting an outstanding granddaughter-in-law. 

Zhong Nuannuan walked up to them too with an equally confused face. 

“That’s right, Grandpa. It’s already so late. Why are you going to Uncle Leng’s house?” 

Old Master Chi, “…!!!” 

It turned out that his granddaughter-in-law did not have high EQ too! 

Oh, hahaha… 

Very well! Very well, indeed! 

Girls with lower EQ were more innocent! 

In this materialistic society, girls who were beautiful, capable, nice to their men, and innocent were 

almost extinct. 

Just take a look at the woman in Emperor District who wished to be his granddaughter-in-law. To be 

honest, although he really wanted his grandson to get married, he was pretty certain that he would not 

be in favor of those girls who pestered him and his grandson. 

Good, good, good! 

The old master liked his granddaughter-in-law very much. 

“If Old Master doesn’t come with me, do you suppose he’s staying here with you? You need space to 

house guests, at least!” Leng Jinpeng had had enough of the dog chow. He could not help but sneer 

when he finally saw Chi Yang’s dazed expression. 

Leng Jinpeng’s ridicule was a blessing to Chi Yang. 

He was right. If his grandfather stayed with him, not only would there not be enough beds, but even if 

there were enough beds, would he still be able to sleep with his wife so brazenly? Now that they had 

lost their virginity, if he did not sleep with his wife, he would not be able to get the relief he needed and 

would be exhausted the next day. 

Having experienced this, Chi Yang now completely understood what it meant to be in marital bliss with a 

wife and children. 

His greatest happiness every day was going home to hug Nuannuan to sleep. 

“Grandpa, I’ll send you off.” Chi Yang stood at the door without another word, ready to send the old 

master who had just arrived in Jiang District to Leng Jinpeng. 

Old Master Chi, “…” 

Indeed, Chi Yang had forgotten about his grandfather after getting married! 

“Grandpa just arrived, though! Why don’t you wait for a while? We’ll send you to Uncle Leng’s place 

later.” 



‘At least my granddaughter-in-law is filial!’ thought the old master. 

Old Master Chi laughed. “Forget it, forget it. We’ll see each other a lot in the future. I won’t disturb the 

two of you anymore. I’m going to Jinpeng’s place and have a game with him before I sleep.” 

Chi Yang and Zhong Nuannuan sent the old master to Leng Jinpeng’s place and went home. 

“Big Brother Chi Yang, go take a shower first, and I’ll perform acupuncture on you.” 

“No rush.” 

Chi Yang held Zhong Nuannuan’s hand and led her to the sofa. 

Looking at Chi Yang’s serious face, Zhong Nuannuan knew what he was going to tell her. 

However, on the surface, she looked dazed with a questioning expression on her face. 

Looking at his little kitten-like wife, Chi Yang found himself at a loss for words. 

He was afraid that Nuannuan would still care about that family even when she was hurt. 

He was more afraid that she would resist what he was about to do. 

“Big Brother Chi Yang, what do you want to tell me?” Seeing the conflict in Chi Yang’s eyes, Zhong 

Nuannuan broke the silence and broke Chi Yang’s hesitation, too. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 599: (Part Three) Probing 

“Nuannuan, what I’m going to tell you next concerns the Jiang family and even the Zhong family. I hope 

you prepare yourself mentally.” 

Looking at Chi Yang’s serious and nervous expression, Zhong Nuannuan wanted to say, ‘You’re the one 

who isn’t mentally prepared.’ 

Zhong Nuannuan held Chi Yang’s hand and said, “Big Brother Chi Yang, go ahead. No matter the Jiang 

family or the Zhong family, I couldn’t care less if both of them are destroyed.” 

Chi Yang, “…” 

“In my heart, anywhere with you around is my home. Without you, it’s not my home anywhere.” 

Chi Yang, “…!!!” 

He could not take it anymore. 

He pulled his lovable wife into his arms and hugged her tightly. 

It sounded like he was responding to her, but it also sounded like he was making her a promise. He said, 

“Yes, no matter how your previous home was like, I’ll give you a happy home in the future. A real 

home.” 

“Mmhmm.” Zhong Nuannuan buried her head in Chi Yang’s chest and listened to his strong heartbeat. 

She could feel how full her heart was. 
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Chi Yang knew that his wife liked to listen to his heartbeat, so he did not remove her from his embrace. 

He just hugged her and spoke softly. 

“Today, I received an anonymous email. The email contained evidence of Cloud Group helping the 

overseas-based H Gang to launder money. Meanwhile, that H Gang was the gang behind the transport 

of firearms previously. It was also the main mission I was assigned to in the military base in Jiang District. 

This time, we intercepted a ship of firearms at the dock. It was done by the same H Gang.” 

As Chi Yang spoke, he gently stroked Zhong Nuannuan’s hair as if he was stroking a cat. 

Feeling her supple body in his embrace, Chi Yang felt much more relieved. 

It seemed like the Jiang family had really hurt his little wife’s heart—that would explain why she was so 

indifferent to the Jiang family. 

Of course, he hoped that his little wife was the one who sent the email. That way, he would have 

nothing to worry about when dealing with the Jiang and Zhong families. 

Seeing that Nuannuan did not display any negative reaction to this matter—or rather, she did not have 

any reaction to this matter—and was completely indifferent, Chi Yang continued, “This time, I 

encountered some trouble while carrying out my mission…” 

Before he could finish speaking, Nuannuan suddenly jumped out of Chi Yang’s embrace. 

“What trouble? Is it resolved now?” 

Chi Yang, “…” 

He had said so many things before, but Nuannuan had remained unmoved. However, when he 

mentioned himself, his Nuannuan immediately threw herself at him with a serious and concerned look 

on her face. Chi Yang felt like he was being cared for, ten-thousandfold. 

“It has been resolved. When I was on the mission, I met a very powerful person. She led her people to 

save me and helped me overcome the danger.” 

There was a flash of guilt in Zhong Nuannuan’s heart, but her strong will prevented her from revealing it. 

“Then, we have to thank her.” 

There was a subtle smile in Chi Yang’s eyes. “It’s a pity that I don’t know her. When we meet in the 

future, I will definitely thank her properly.” 

Was it an illusion? 

Why did it feel like Big Brother Chi Yang had said ‘properly’ in a subtly meaningful way? 

Zhong Nuannuan was in her innocent and dazed look, but her heart was in turmoil. 

Damn. 

Could it be that the scene on the plane had aroused Big Brother Chi Yang’s suspicion? 



She returned to Big Brother Chi Yang’s warm embrace and wrapped her arms around his slim and strong 

waist. Miss Nuan started to act cute. 

“Yes, you must thank her properly. Big Brother Chi Yang, bring me along when the time comes.” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 600: (Part Four) Let Go 

He looked at his little wife who stared at him without any shifts in expression in her face and eyes. If she 

was not completely clueless, then she must have undergone extremely harsh training. As a result of 

that, she must not reveal any flaws in her pretense in front of him. 

However, Chi Yang had no intention of unveiling his little wife’s mystery. 

He was more than happy that his little wife had the ability to protect herself. 

It was just that his heart ached for her whenever he thought about how much she must have suffered in 

the past few years… 

“Okay, if I get to know her, I’ll bring you along. We’ll go thank her together.” 

“Mmhmm.” 

“One more thing. I received news that the person responsible for the information leak in this operation 

was a member of a regiment cadre. Since Cloud Group is related to some dark organization, this 

regiment cadre is most likely… your father.” 

“Has he been captured?” 

“Not yet. I haven’t told the commander yet.” 

“Why?” Zhong Nuannuan looked up. “Big Brother Chi Yang, are you afraid that I’ll be sad?” 

“He is your father, after all. He is the family that you took so long to find.” 

“Then if I told you that I was sad, would you not have captured him?” 

Chi Yang’s heart skipped a beat. 

Was he wrong? 

Could it be that Nuannuan still cared about her family? 

“I will arrest him, but before that, I’ll help you think it through. Nuannuan, no matter who the mole is, 

he is cancer in the military base. I cannot keep such a person.” 

Afraid that Nuannuan would be upset, Chi Yang hurriedly said, “But he’s your father, which means he’s 

my father. Even if he made a mistake and went to prison, as long as he doesn’t get sentenced to death, 

we can still take care of him.” 

Looking at Chi Yang’s worried, pained, and desperate expression, Zhong Nuannuan rubbed her body 

against his. Realizing that she was still not tall enough, she knelt on the sofa and kissed Chi Yang’s lips. 

Chi Yang:… 
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Chi Yang stared blankly at his little wife who had suddenly kissed him. His bottom-scraping EQ made him 

unable to react on whether this kiss was her begging him to let Zhong Kuijun go, or begging him to let 

Zhong Kuijun go. 

Zhong Nuannuan knew that Chi Yang’s EQ was offline, but she did not know that his EQ was so 

disconnected that he had misinterpreted her actions. 

She kissed him and hugged Chi Yang tightly. “Big Brother Chi Yang, you’re the only one in my family.” 

Chi Yang, “…!!!” 

The sudden confession touched Chi Yang. He was overjoyed but his heart ached. 

“Nuannuan…” 

“Big Brother Chi Yang, do whatever you want. No matter what you do, I’ll support you. As for the Zhong 

and Jiang families…” 

Zhong Nuannuan suddenly rubbed her head against him again and asked unhappily, “Didn’t you notice 

that I don’t even go home now? Neither the Zhong family nor the Jiang family is my home. Therefore, 

the people in these two families are not my family.” 

With that, Chi Yang finally felt relieved. 

“So, even if I arrest Zhong Kuijun and he might be executed for treason, you won’t be sad, right?” 

“Who’s Zhong Kuijun?” 

Chi Yang, “…” 

Zhong Nuannuan’s eyes were calm. When she mentioned Zhong Kuijun’s execution, there was not a 

single ripple in her eyes. It was as if Zhong Kuijun had never existed in her world. 

Chi Yang was shocked by this expression of hers. 


